R
eading the first sentence, "When I stepped out into the bright sunlight from the darkness of the movie house, I had only two things on my mind: Paul Newman and a ride home," seventh graders at my independent suburban Maryland school are captivated by S. E. Hinton's The Outsiders, the story of lower-class greasers and their feud with the financially well-off Socials (aka Socs). I never tire of teaching this novel because it addresses timeless adolescent issues and students love it.
Getting Started
The Outsiders fits Hazel Rochman's definition of a good story: "A good story is rich with ambiguity, with uncertainty. You sympathize with people of all kinds, and neither side wins" (148). In The Outsiders, Randy, a Soc, puts down Ponyboy, a greaser, when he says, "You can't win, even if you whip us. You'll still be where you were before-at the bottom.... Greasers will still be greasers and Socs will still be Socs" (117). The difficult struggle of Ponyboy and his friends has a powerful impact on my students.
The harmful effects of stereotyping are woven throughout the novel. Before I distribute the book, students talk about labeling. Using socioeconomic status, clothing, music, sexual orientation, religion, and so forth, students think of names to describe people. Within minutes, they generate long lists to share. Next, they write a personal anecdote about a time when they were labeled and a brief explanation of how they felt. They are eager to share their stories. One boy remembered his first week at a new school: "I was still shy and was looking for a friend. Two girls were sitting on the ground and I was just walking by when they called out, 'Hi, Buddha!' They said it in a very sweet voice but I was very confused. I was like, what? Then they said they called me that because I was fat. I felt so bad. I was so ashamed. I felt self-conscious and I moped around for weeks." A thirteen-year-old girl recalled hugging her girlfriend to comfort her when some boys called them lesbians. 
Analyzing Characters
One reason to read is to gain an understanding of people: "A great novel heightens your senses and sensitivity to the complexities of life and of individuals, and prevents you from the self-righteousness that sees morality in fixed formulas about good and evil" (Nafisi 133). My students engage in diverse artistic activities that promote their thinking about characters. My hope is that they will recognize that once you see someone as a person-their meanness and their courage-then you've reached beyond stereotype" (Rochman 147).
One quick art activity that enables students to share their insights is based on similes and metaphors. Students compare a character in The Outsiders to a tool and explain why the tool is appropriJoanne S. Gillespie ate. Almost instantly they think of creative responses, such as, "Dally is a Swiss army knife because he is useful in many ways but dangerous when mishandled." After sharing comparisons to tools, students think of metaphors or similes based on foods, household items, or other objects. Then they illustrate them for display in the classroom. Interestingly, students often point out both positive and negative traits as they describe characters in the I do not want to diminish students' enjoyment of the story by giving quizzes and tests, which they abhor. Instead, I ask them to write a title for each chapter to help me determine if they can identify significant events. story, confirming that the book "has ... much to say about the inherent good in teens" (Seay 69).
Another activity is to construct a "body biogra- Ponyboy's heart were the words "stay gold," a reminder of Johnny's message to Ponyboy right before Johnny died (148). The value of designing body biographies is that students think beyond stereotypes to illustrate the true personality of a character. When evaluating their visual portrayals, I do not grade artistic skill, but I look for accuracy, thoroughness, and insight.
Another artistic activity is to compose a "geometric story" that symbolically shows a character's traits and his or her relationship to other characters. 
Linking the Movie and the Novel
There is a movie version of The Outsiders, featuring Matt Dillon, Patrick Swayze, and Tom Cruise, that always captures the attention of my seventh graders. Standard 6 in Standards for the English Language Arts states: "Students apply knowledge of language structure, language conventions (e.g., spelling and punctuation), media techniques, figurative language, and genre to create, critique, and discuss print and nonprint texts" (NCTE and IRA 36). After viewing a film, students often write formal reviews or comparisoncontrast essays. I offer other alternatives.
Sometimes the class writes brief, yet poignant, statements that we call "Bottom Line," patterned after the technique used in People magazine. In a few words, they express their opinions using language from the story or puns. Last year, one student who did not like the movie wrote, "The fuzz should arrest the producers," but most were enthusiastic, with comments such as "a tuff film" and "a rumbling good time" (italics added). We place the "bottom-line reviews" on the whiteboard in a continuum (from least to most laudatory) to display the range of opinions.
In our local newspaper, the Washington Post, there is a weekly column called "Family Filmgoer," which provides brief reviews of current films, including information about their appropriateness for family audiences. Using current columns as models, students write reviews of the movie version of The Outsiders. Most praise the film but advise parents that it is only appropriate for "mature 10-12 year olds," noting that it "contains sexual references and profanity." One girl cautioned, "There is a huge amount of blood shed throughout the entire movie and a flashback of a horrifying train accident."
After students view the movie, another option is to rewrite a scene using a contemporary setting or a different historical period. Rewriting provides a creative means to explore ways that tolerance and communication can prevent tragedy.
Making Connections to Our Lives
One reason to read is "to discover how literature can capture the richness and complexity of human life" (NCTE and IRA 15). To encourage this, I ask everyone to find articles in newspapers or magazines that connect to The Outsiders. After summarizing, students explain how their articles relate to the story. Many are about dysfunctional families, cliques, or gang warfare, showing how the incidents in a book written almost forty years ago are contemporary. This "current event" activity leads to animated discussions about issues in the world, the community, and the students' lives. Another way to generate thoughtful classroom conversation is to have each student select a passage from the novel that captures his or her attention because it is inspirational, puzzling, offensive, provocative, and so forth. 
Asking Essential Questions

Answering Essential Questions
The class used to gather in literature circles to discuss novels. Because of the availability of computers in our classrooms, we are now conversing via blogs (Holmes). Our computer teacher set up a free Internet Classroom Assistant (ICA) on Nicenet (http: //www.nicenet.org). Students register at the site and then write questions and answers that can be read only by seventh graders at our school.
Using a blog is interactive. One major benefit is that everyone participates. Another is that students correspond with one another and not just the teacher. Most become passionate as they engage in literary debates. When I asked my students to evaluate their blogging experiences, one boy wrote, "You can't convey emotion through the computer. I think discussing something orally is better," and a few thought that blogging slowed down the pace of our literary discussions. (This was somewhat true because I required them to write their responses in a word-processing program, edit them, and send them through spell check before submitting them to the blog.) However, most welcomed the opportunity to share their ideas with students in other seventh-grade classes, and those who were often quiet in class participated actively. In his reflection, one boy commented, "Blogging benefits me specifically because I don't participate in class as much as I explain things through writing. My comfort level is higher using the blog." The amount of writing certainly did not seem overwhelming. In fact, one student made a constructive suggestion: "It seems that we could answer the posed blogging questions as homework and then we could spend class time having oral discussion, not virtual ones."
More Ways to Promote Thoughtful Discussions
Another way to generate thoughtful classroom conversation is to have each student select a passage from the novel that captures his or her attention because it is inspirational, puzzling, offensive, provocative, and so forth. After reading the passage aloud, the student explains why it was chosen and ---; -s;;;;:i 
